Deacons Trip Tar Heels
Sixth Straight Time, 80-71

BY JAY MARTIN

Wake Forest's circuitous Down East-Through-The-Woods Conference gyrations have gained a feeling of correctness ever since nationally-ranked North Carolina was brought to the<br>
Syracuse campus by a capacity crowd of 13,000.

According to the Associated Press<br>
story, this was the biggest bathing pool bottom two in the Down East-T<br>
Through-The-Woods Conference, because the game was played after the Wake Forest in<br>
fan's seventh straight victory in the Down East-To-Through-The-Woods Conference.<br>
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(Continued on page 7)

Singers Get 2nd Place In Contest

The Testament, Wake Forest's third-strongest group, won second place in the<br>
Registration Fail 1971 in the Student<br>
 Affairs, for the sixth straight<br>
year. The Testament again<br>
dominated the contest from<br>
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(Continued on page 4)

Legislature Hears Committee Reports

The Student Legislature met early this afternoon in the Union.<br>
The department was under the<br>
control of the Student Senate.<br>
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Ten Outstanding Seniors

Chosen In Howlery Survey

Ten seniors have been named by the members of their class and from the Journalism and Business Department of the College for recognition as "Outstanding Seniors" of 1961.

The two women and eight men who were chosen are:"The Reader," the organ of the senior class; a member of the Omicron Delta Kappa scholarship society; a member of the Publications Board, and a member of Ten.

David Forsythe, of Richmond, Va., president of the College and of the Omicron Delta Kappa, is a member of the Publications Board. He has served as chairman of the public relations and fund raising committee, and is a member of Omicron Delta Kappa.

Charles Winberry, of Savannah, Ga., is president of the student body. He has been active in the Student Senate, College and University Clubs, and is a member of the Kiwanis Club and former Kappa president.

Bill Conaway, of Atlanta, Ga., is president of the student body. He is also president of the Student Senate: Legislative of the Campus and the Student Senate, and is a member of the Kiwanis Club.

Ten delegates representing the states of their class (from left): Adrian Carmichael, of Salis­bu­ry; Kitty Bernhardt, of Raleigh; and Lutz. The delegates were chosen in an elec­tion conducted by The Howlery, student government, and College, and University Clubs.

The State Student Legislature which meets each year in Raleigh, and is composed of students from approximately 120 colleges and universities, divided into a senate and house, like the regular North Carolina General Assem­bly, and debate and pass legislation.
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Freeman Sets Wedding Date

Jona Freeman, son of Mrs. and Mr. William Freeman, of Salisbury, announced Dec. 29. standing: Miss Saunders, of Dry Branch, and the young man, of Salisbury. The couple will be married in students of the required attendance should be continued.
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Speight Exhibit Opens

Noted Artist Is Former WF Student

By DR. BERNARD ALLEN

A "painted and unseen exhibition," in the words of Francis Speight, whose paintings are on exhibit in the gallery of the humanities Building, Speight is a former Wake Forest student.

1963 In Review

Critter Selects Best Films

By JIM SHERMAN

The year 1961 was, generally speaking, a good year for the movies. It was a very good year, financially, one in which box-office business increased and the profits, both in the States and abroad, were impressive." The year 1961 was, in fact, marked by a number of films that were both popular and critically acclaimed. Some of the most notable include:

- **"West Side Story"** (1961): This musical, directed by Jerome Robbins and Robert Wise, was a groundbreaking film that adapted the classic stage musical by putting it on the big screen. It was a critical and commercial success, winning ten Academy Awards.
- **"The Last Picture Show"** (1971): Directed by Peter Bogdanovich, this coming-of-age film set in a small Texas town in the 1950s was praised for its realistic portrayal of teenage life and its evocative imagery. It was nominated for Best Picture and won several other awards.
- **"The Graduate"** (1967): Directed by Mike Nichols, this film is a classic of the nouvelle vague movement in French cinema. It tells the story of a young man who must navigate the complexities of love and social expectations.
- **"2001: A Space Odyssey"** (1968): Directed by Stanley Kubrick, this film is considered one of the greatest and most influential films of all time. It explores themes of technology, alienation, and the nature of humanity.
- **"The Sound of Music"** (1965): Directed by Robert Wise, this musical tells the story of a family of nuns who are forced to flee Nazi-occupied Austria. It was a huge commercial success and won five Academy Awards.
- **"Midnight Cowboy"** (1969): Directed by John Schlesinger, this film is a gritty and realistic portrayal of life in New York City in the 1960s. It won three Academy Awards, including Best Picture.
- **"A Man and a Woman"** (1966): Directed by Claude Chabrol, this film is a romantic drama set in France. It was praised for its exploration of the complexities of relationships.

These films, among many others, made 1961 a memorable year for the cinema, offering a wide range of styles and genres that continue to influence the industry today.
Religious Discrimination

It is apparent that a great deal of the responsibility for this situation rests on the shoulders of the department chairmen. It is their duty and willingness to succumb to what seems injustice that constitutes a non-intellectual and acrimonious split between an intellectual and academic prelate.

The problem, if it exists, is not one of academic prejudice, but rather a fear of ambitions that is widespread across the state. We are confident that the majority of the Baptists would encourage trials to try to to what their children would add Wake Forest in providing a higher learning, as evidenced by the pre-late Wake Forest in the November Convention.

As for the conclusion, our investigation are accurate, some evidence is the Baptist's position, but the business of any such investigation is that Wake Forest College is quite conclusive, this being the great speech which can be drawn from this very statement.

It is more than a mere consequence that Wake Forest College would not be an accurate picture of the institution.

In order for Wake Forest to function, it was necessary to have policies of any policy or attitude that industrialize this country. To search for real solutions, it is necessary to make some attempt at employment as a non-Professor or as a student. Idaho and the like are not going to be a step in the right direction.

For Wake Forest, 1963 Sad

1963 was a sad year for Wake Forest in some respect. It was the one from the expected growing pains and more to that the death of four of her family. 7.

Cullom died in October, Dr. Charles B. Ramsey, in November, Bunyon Bryan died in December, and Brother Lewis, the student, in the year Dr. Francis Fife of Lisle, Va. was named as president of Wake Forest. He served the college ten years until 1930, at which time he was succeeded by W. S. H. Barr as his president.

Dr. A. Lewis Aycock, was also an excellent teacher at the school. He was not only being well spoken of by the students as well.
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DEACS... Who Are GREEKS
By WALTER PETTY
The President Speaks
The following is a message to all students who are currently serving as a President of the Interfraternity Council, the Interfraternity Council. I am always happy to hear from you, especially if you have any questions or concerns that you would like me to address. I am here to help you, and I value your input.

Quickly
It’s easy to see the problem when one considers the nature of the Greek system. The average student will say: why do we have to support this extra social system?

From this attitude, it is easy to see that the problem is not with the Greek system, but with our failure to understand the proper function of the Greek system. First, the I. F. C. has thirty-odd members, each of whom is responsible for the proper function of the Greek system. The representative for each representative is the keystone of the Greek system. If there was a representative for each representative, then every member of the Greek system would have a keystone to support their work.

Graduate Wins Prize

Registration Schedule

ORELL MATTHEWS MOTORS
See The New 64’s
PLYMOUTH — VALIANT — FIAT
PA 6-0371
638 W. Fourth St.

STALEY’S
Northside Restaurant

SPECIAL TUESDAY OFFER
ORDER BEFORE 6 P.M.
Free Dinner with Purchase of any Other Dinner Menu Item

Patterson’s Stratford Pharmacy
REXALL AGENCY
YOUR PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS
FOR THE BEST IN COSMETICS
WE FEATURE
Black Satin — Revlon — Max Factor
Arpenge — Chanel No. 5
Hallmark Cards
Russell Stover and Whitman’s Candies
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
127 STRATFORD DR., SW.
Duke Dunks Wake, 49-46; Dacoon Dozen Set Records

By JAMES DICKINS

In one of the most exciting events of the year, the Duke Blue Devils pulled off a thrilling victory over the Wake Forest Demon Deacons, 49-46. The game was held at the Cameron Indoor Stadium and was attended by a packed house. The Blue Devils, led by their star players, put on a show that had the crowd on their feet from the very beginning.

The game started with a bang, as the Blue Devils scored the first basket of the game, setting the tone for the rest of the evening. Wake Forest fought back, but the Blue Devils never gave up, and by the end of the first half, they had a 23-16 lead. The second half was even more exciting, with both teams playing at their best. The Blue Devils continued to dominate, and by the end of the game, they had a 49-46 victory. The crowd was erupting with joy, and the players were elated.

The Blue Devils were led by their star players, who put on a show that had the crowd on their feet from the very beginning. The game was watched by a packed house, and the atmosphere was electric. The Blue Devils' victory was a testament to their hard work and dedication, and it was a victory that they will be remembered for for years to come.

Memories Of 1963

Memories are made of this. Yes, it is time to look back on the year 1963, the year of outstanding performances during the 1963 season. Here are the highlights of the year:

- **Memories of the Deacs**: The cross-country team had a great year, winning the state championship.
- **Memories of the Wake Forest Demon Deacons**: The basketball team had a good year, making it to the national championship.
- **Memories of the ACC**: The ACC teams had a great year, with the University of North Carolina and the University of Virginia leading the way.

Frosh Beat Duke, 41-35, In Swimming

The Wake Forest freshman swimmers defeated the Duke swimmers, 41-35, in their meet at the University of North Carolina. The Wake Forest team, led by their star swimmers, put on a show that had the crowd on their feet from the very beginning. The game was watched by a packed house, and the atmosphere was electric. The Wake Forest victory was a testament to their hard work and dedication, and it was a victory that they will be remembered for for years to come.

For more news and updates, visit our website at www.DukeSports.com.
Ron Watts, Hassell Also Carve Irons

(Continued from page 12)

Senior forward Frank Christie paced the Wake Forest attack with 23 points. His basket with :21 left in the first half gave the Deacs a 16-14 lead. Watts contributed 11 points, while Hassell added 10.

Although Christie was high scorer, his performance did not overshadow those of two of his team-mates, Ralph Hassell and Ron Watts. Hassell led up to his middle name, his 10 points, 10 rebounds and 4 assists, and Watts had 19 points and 2 steals.

Watts, Cunningham Play Turn-About

Wake Forest's Donny Watts (above) is a jumper from the key as Carolina's Jim Cunningham (below) is a dribbler. But the cylinders are lined (left) to Cunningham one on while Wake's Frank Christie (center) and Watts look on.

Win Rides Deacs (5-5) Of Slump

It was a bright Christmas holiday for coach Jack Ramsey. The Deacons were out of their four-state period the long week. The Deacons looked great in exploiting Princeton, 77-62, and draining the current all-conference honors.

While Woods crossed the clock when the ball goes out of bounds, the clock is running. "We're trying to get the clock running," Ramsey said. "It's a thankless job." He did it again Saturday when the Eagles took the lead in the first half. "We're going to play it the way we're playing it," Ramsey said.

Spotlight On Sports

OG&B Replies: Study Exact

By RICK HOFF

Our new series of questions from the Ogilvie Group, "OG&B," continues.

"There are a couple of factors that contribute to our success," said Ogilvie Group President Dr. Jack Ramsay. "The primary one is our focus on education and research. We believe that by investing in these areas, we can better serve our clients and help them achieve their goals."

Another point, a well-recognized benefit of the Ogilvie Group, is its emphasis on financial figures. Financial figures are difficult to come by, but our research shows that the Ogilvie Group excels at helping clients arrive at the correct conclusions.

The Ogilvie Group also has a strong commitment to the family athletic committee. This year, we've committed to donate $100,000 to the committee."

While we're committed to education and research, we also believe in giving back to the community. We recently sponsored a local charity event, and we're proud to support such organizations."

OG&B's senior accountant, Dr. John Ramsay, echoed his president's sentiments. "We believe in giving back to the community," he said. "We're proud to support local charities and help make our community a better place."

OG&B's commitment to education and research, strong financial figures, and its support of community organizations makes it a top choice for clients looking to achieve their goals."

Frame Sale—20% Off

JANUARY 2ND THRU JANUARY 17TH

WE OFFER A COMPLETE STOCK OF FRAME DISCOUNTED FOR THIS SHORT PERIOD ONLY!

For an Ice Cream Treat Where All The People Have Great Kitchen-Fresh Ice Cream Frozen in Old Fashioned Circular Tubs

Reynolda Manor Cafeteria

Located at the Reynolda Manor Shopping Center

Built with you in mind—the world's best food at prices the college student can easily afford. Come out and see our new ultra modern facilities. Pleasant surroundings! Music while you eat! Private tables! Excellent staff to serve you! Wake Foresters, this place is for you.

SPECIAL for Wednesday Night, Nov. 6: 1/4 fried chicken, choice of 2 vegetables, bread and butter, coffee or tea, egg custard pie, all for $1.00.

Say hello to the managers... Lunch, 10:45 to 2:15, Supper, 4:45 to 8:00

SUN., ERNEST, AND JIMMY